TAMMIN SURSOK AND TRAVIS VAN WINKLE STAR TOGETHER IN ‘ADVENTURES IN LOVE AND BABYSITTING,’ A HALLMARK CHANNEL PREMIERE MARCH 21ST

STUDIO CITY, CA – February 19, 2020 – Tammin Sursok (“Pretty Little Liars”) and Travis Van Winkle (Accepted) star in “Adventures in Love and Babysitting” a Hallmark Channel premiere airing Saturday, March 21st, (9 p.m. ET/PT) on Hallmark Channel.

A couple need a babysitter so they can go on a much-needed romantic getaway, so they enlist the help of two friends who have been enemies since college in hopes that they realize how much they have in common.

“Adventures in Love and Babysitting” is from Larry Levinson Productions and Domain Media. Larry Levinson is Executive Producer and Lincoln Lageson is Producer. Savage Steve Hollans directed a script written by Jennifer Notas.
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